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Clorxrruc

Dress for the water temperature, not mid-afternoon air temperature. A layer-
ing system of clothing is important, as air trapped between layers is good
insulation; adding or removing a layer of clothing allows easy comfort
adjustment. Cotton clothing is questionable except in extreme heat, as cotton
holds moisture when wet and cools the body. Wool and synthetic pile are
much better insulators wet or dry, but need a wind and waterproof outer layer
to increase their effectiveness. Proper insulation on head, hands, and feet will
increase paddler comfort in cold conditions. Extreme cold requires wet suits
or synthetic insulation under dry suits. Life jackets are a valuable outside
insulating layer in addition to supplying flotation when in the water.

FoorwenR

Footwear is a critical item of paddling gear. This is not the time to go bare-
foot! Cuts to the feet and sprained ankles are the most common injuries
among inexperienced paddlers. Whether carrying a canoe over rugged, wet
and slippery terrain, or launching in ankle deep water, foot support and pro-
tection is important. Neoprene booties and old athletic shoes with wool or
svnthetic socks are wise choices in cold water.

Kneeling in a canoe increases stability and leverage and decreases the chance
of a capsize. Knee protection increases comfort. Kneepads may be worn over
the knees, glued into the canoe or larger pads dropped into the canoe bottom.
They should be made of closed cell, non-absorbing foam and textured for a
non-slip surface.

Kruee Pnorecroru

Etto Ltrues

End lines, also called "painters," are short ropes tied to canoe ends. They can
be used to tie the canoe to shore, stabilize it when on a cartop carrier, and tow
it during rescues. Ideally, they should be polypropylene, 3/8" minimum
diameter and about l5 feet long. Polypropylene is the best choice because it
floats. While paddling, stow end lines where they are accessible but cannot
loosen and entangle swimming paddlers should you capsize.

What you carry is based on your trip's length, access to services, and group
make-up. Consider taking the following: water bottle, sunglasses, sunscreen,
insect repellent, first aid kit, toilet papel compass and maps, sponge, bailer,
whistle, flashlight, rescue rope and sling, knife, dry bags, extra paddle,
matches, extra flotation for the can@, duct tape, food, guide books, garbage
bags, glass straps, camera, fishing gear, and emergency signaling devices.

Ploor-n'lo
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lzngth is an important canoe measurement; it determines maximum speed
and is an indicator of capacity. Longer canoes are faster than shorter ones,
but the increased drag of the longer surface area requires more energy to
achieve a given speed.

Width and fullness give an indication of forward efficiency, seaworthiness,
and ability to travel straight or "track." Narrow, fine lined, canoes are effi-
cient, requiring less effort at given speeds than wider canoes. They track
well, but are not as stable as wider models.

Cross sectional shaping effects stability. Flat-bottomed hulls have good ini-
tial stability but roll badly in waves. Rounder bottoms are less stable when
entered, but more stable in heavy seas and generally track well. Flared hulls
maximize seaworthiness by deflecting waves outward, but make vertical
paddle strokes difficult for smaller paddlers. Tumblehome, or the inward
curvature to the gunwale, increases paddling efficiency by nanowing the
boat at the gunwales, making vertical paddle placement easier.

Rocker is the upturn of the stems along the keel line. It affects maneuver-
ability and handling. More rocker allows a canoe to be turned easily. Less
stern rocker increases tracking ability but reduces turning ability.

Select a canoe with volume appropriate to the weight to be carried.
Remember that smaller canoes are more efficient at moderate speeds. Lake
canoes tend to be long and lean with reduced rocker to combine efficiency
and tracking. River canoes need fuller lines and more rocker.

Canoes are made from many materials including aluminum, wood, wood and
fabric, fiberglass, sandwiched plastic, and plastic and fabric composites. The
material used in construction may be selected based on individual prefer-
ences regarding tradition, ruggedness, lightness, performance, and cost.

Cnruoe Rocxen

SEleclruc AND Slzrruo A PADDLE

SelecrrruG A CANoE

+
Furne

@
TuueLeHoue

The paddle transfers our effort into canoe movement. Proper size and selec-
tion increases the boat's responsiveness and canoeing fun. Most good pad-
dles have blades about 8 inches wide and 18 to 24 inches loirg. Shaft length
varies according to paddler's torso length and position in canoe.

Srnlroxr AND BENT Pnooues

Canoe paddles are either straight or bent. Straight paddles are more common.
The straight design works best for kneeling paddlers, and either blade face
:nar be used.

Sining paddlers often prefer'bent paddles. Bent paddle blades are angled
l l0 to 15 degrees to the shaft and may only be used with the bend angled
ion* ard (the "V's" open top facing fonvard). This maximizes forward pad-
:.:ng efficiency but complicates turning strokes and course directions.

IJ



PnoolE Frr

To select the correct length of a canoe paddle, sit upright on a flat surface.
Place the paddle grip between your legs and extend the blade upward. The
throat of a straight paddle should reach the top of your head. The bent pad-
dle's throat should reach the bridge of your nose. Seating options, canoe
type, and load may reduce or increase this optimal length by an inch or two.

' Once in the canoe, your control (top) hand should be approximately at eye-
level with the blade immersed and the paddle vertical.

Revrew: Pnooues AND CANoES

l. How do you measure for proper paddle length?

2. How do you choose between straight and bent-shaft paddles?

3. Longer canoes have the potential for greater
than shorter ones.

4. Describe how a lake canoe should be iharred

5. Describe how a river canoe should be shaoed

6. Describe the performance differences bet* een canoes with round versus
flat bottoms.

7. Describe the performance and paddling differences between canoes with
flare versus tumblehome shapes.

Answers to canoe and paddle parts quiz on pages 9 and 10.
Canoe Top View: L G;2.E;3.  D;  4.  H;  5.  B;  6.  A;  7.  C;  8.  F.
Canoe Side View: l. D; 2. A; 3. C; 4. B.
Canoe End View: l. B; 2. A; 3. D; 4. C.
Paddle Parts: L C; 2. D: 3. E; 4. A; 5. F; 6. G; 7. B.



Transporting, Carryhg,
Launching and Boarding

Tre Dowrl ron TRnrusPoRTATroN

Canoes should be secured amidships to cartop carriers (racks) and
both bow and stern tied to the vehicle's bumpers. Use two cross
ropes or straps for the racks and canoe ends; secure ropes to
bumpers or another solid part of your vehicle to form a "V"
(bumper to bow/stern to bumper). Make sure the racks are secure
and both the vehicle and racks are sturdy enough for the load.

It is recommended that you use straps made of high strength
nylon webbing and strong buckles. If ropes ate used, use proper
knots such as the "truckers hitch," 'hdf hitches," and "bowline." (See the
ACA publication Knots for Paddlers.) Avoid the use of bungee or elastic cords.
They may allow the boat to shift and fall off the car at highway speeds.

Lrrrrruo rxE CeruoE AND THE OvERHEAD Cnnny

\['ith the canoe on the ground, bend at the knees and grasp the near gunwale
on either side of the center. Lift the canoe with both legs until the bottom
rests on both thighs. Reach to the far gunwale/rail with one hand. With a
backwards, rocking motion, bounce the canoe upwards while pulling it over
the head, comfortably adjusting the hands. Rest the portage yoke or center
s€at on the back of the neck and across the shoulders. If the canoe is too
heavy to lift, the load can be reduced by leaving one end on the ground while
rou roll the other end overhead.

Lrght*'eight solo canoes can be carried short distances, stern forward, with
jic center point of one gunwale resting on a shoulder, the supporting arm
g:a.ping the center seat for control. The lift is similar to lifting the canoe
-'r,to one's shoulders, but the canoe isn't rolled as far.

i'.'h a p€rson on opposite sides, canoes can be carried upright by
i:4iprng under the boat's end, or by holding the grab handles or
:--c Jeck.

Orue SnoULDER Cnnny

Two-PensoN CARRY
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LnurucHtttc

Launch the canoe by placing one end into the water and "feeding" the boat
hand over hand until it is floating fully. Do not let go of the boat!

Bonnorruc

Launch the canoe and bring it parallel to the shore in deep enough
water so the canoe will float when loaded. When on moving water,
the upstream end needs to be held tight to shore, keeping the canoe
from spinning into the current. In shallows the canoe is walked from
shore into ankle deep water. Cargo is always loaded before paddlers.
Trim the canoe level by equal load distribution.

To enter the canoe, lay the paddle across the gunwales with the
blade to shore. Facing forward, grasp both gunwales and lean the
canoe to shore until the paddle blade braces against the shore or bot-
tom. Transfer your weight slowly onto the bottom center of the
canoe placing one foot at a time. Maintain three points of contact
when boarding and moving about in a canoe. Either two hands and
one foot, or both feet and one hand should be in contact with the

craft at all times. Board the canoe directly into vour paddling position when-
ever possible.

For maximum stability, kneel. Kneeling is sitting *'ith the knees down,
spread as far apart as is comfortable; this srance increases stability and pad-
dling power. lpan back against the seat or thu arr. The toes may be pointed
toward the stern (aft) or placed againsr the bottom to elevate the ankles.
Comfort suggests alternating toe positions and using knee pads.

When paddling tandem, the stern paddler generally enters the canoe first.
The stern's stance is generally *'ider and more stable, and the stern can eas-
ily view the bow paddler's entry.

Srrrrruc
Some canoes are designed with lou' mounred bucket seats for sitting pad-
dlers. While the paddler's stability and reach is reduced, the sitting position
is more comfortable for long paddling sessions. and often selected for lake
travel. Foot braces improve stability and paddling efficiency.

I.



The Strokes

Paddling is the art and science of moving a canoe through the water. The key
is to maximize body and paddle efficiency in order to move your boat. For
best effect, keep the paddle blade at right angles to the direction of travel;
efficiency fades quickly as the angle changes. Keep the shaft vertical to the
water surface when moving forward or in reverse. Keep the shaft horizontal
on sweep strokes which are used to turn the boat. Focus on moving the boat
toward your paddle.

Space the grip hand and shaft hand shoulder width apart when holding a pad-
dle. Arms should remain virtually straight. This allows the blade to be kept
vertical longer for more efficient paddling and encourages using the larger
torso muscles in your back to power the canoe. Bent arms use smaller, less
efficient muscles.

PRoolrrue Coruceprs

Holort'tc rHE PADDLE

Pnoole SrnoxeNouerucuruRe

Paddle strokes have three phases: catch, propulsion, and recovery. The pad-
dle enters the water during the catch at right angles to the direction of travel
or resistance. During the propulsion phase the canoe moves in a given direc-
tion. Recovery may be made in or out of the water. The paddle is usually
feathered, with the blade edge leading, during the recovery phase.

To help simultaneously explain strokes for left handed and right handed
paddlers, generic terms are used to describe the paddle, boat, and hands.
"Onside" refers to the side of the canoe where the solo paddler's hands are
found during a forward stroke. The opposite side of the canoe is termed the
"offside." For tandem canoes, onside and offside are determined by the bow
paddler's hand position.

The hand on the grip of the paddle which controls blade angle is called
tlre "control hand." The thumb on the control hand is the "control thumb."
The hand on the shaft of the paddle which serves as a lever is called the
"shaft hand" and the arm is the "shaft arm."

Srnore TeRurr.rolocv

Tnr Srnores
Description of the basic strokes follow When the strokes are actually used,
tlrel' may be modified or combined to achieve the movement or reaction
Jcsired of the cano€. It is helpful to have a canoe paddle in one's hands as the
Jcscription of the strokes are read. All strokes can be practiced while sitting
:n a straight-backed chair.

The following illustrations show solo paddlers, but all of the strokes can be
rj+ted for tandem canoeing. Thndem paddlers work together as a team. The
r.* paddler s€ts the cadence, the stern reads and follows the bow's lead. The
\.u. ho*'ever, should feel the rhythm of the boat and listen for instructions

---
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from the stern. Bow and stern paddle on opposite sides of the canoe. If the bow
switches paddling sides, the stern does, too. Paddling on opposite sides in
cadence eliminates unwanted sideways "fishtailing" and increases stability and
forward efficiency. Ideally, tandem partners should both kneel or both sit, and
use similar paddles. Remember, it takes time and communication to build a
tandem team.

Because canoes tend to turn, we first present strokes which cause themto
spin. These include the draw, pushaway, pry, cross draw, sweep, and reverse
sweep. karning these strokes will give you control of your craft. Forward
and correction strokes are presented last.

i
I

Dnnw

The draw moves the canoe abeam (sideways) towards the paddle, or can turn
the canoe when used at either end. The draw begins as the paddler turns
onside, lining shoulders with the centerline of the boat. The catch begins off
the paddler's hip, with both arms extended and the control thumb pointed aft.
The blade is parallel to the keel line, the powerface toward the canoe.

The draw is powered by pulling the onside hip towards the paddle, keep-
ing the control arm stiff and bending the shaft arm slightly. As the canoe
approaches the blade, the power phase of the draw stroke ends. To recover,
rotate the control thumb away from you, slicing the edge of the blade
through the water to the catch position. Point the control thumb aft to begin
the next draw. This is an "in-water recovery."

Keep the paddle vertical in the water to increase efficiency. A series of short,
quick draw strokes is prefened. Hint: Moving the boat to the paddle creates
the illusion of trying to push water under the canoe. Think of your paddle as
a broom and you are sweeping dirt under a carpetl

Pusnnwnv
The pushaway is the opposite of the dras', moving the canoe abeam (side-
ways) away from the paddle.

The catch is at the paddler's hip, alongside the canoe, with the control
thumb pointed aft, the blade parallel to the keel. With both arms slightly
bent, push the blade's backface away from the canoe using torso action and
by straightening both arms.

Recover to successive pushaways with an in-water recovery. Begin by
turning the conrol thumb outwards and slicing the paddle back to the catch
position, where the thumb is turned aft again. Keep the strokes short and the
paddle shaft vertical.

Ll6*



Pnv

The pry forcefully moves the canoe abeam (sideways) away from the pad-
dling side.

The catch is alongside the canoe with the blade parallel to the keel and
the shaft angled under the canoe slightly. The paddler roiates to the paddle
side, both arms slightly bent with the control hand extended across the gun-
wale, thumb pointing aft. Turning the torso forward forces the control hand
inwards, levering the blade's backface out and "prying" the canoe away from
the blade.

Keep the pry short with the shaft nearly vertical through out. Use an in-
water recovery between strokes. T\rrn the control thumb outwards and slice
the paddle back to the catch position.

Cnoss Dnnw
The cross draw moves the canoe to the bow paddler's offside. It is used as a
turning stroke in solo can@s, and by the bow paddler in tandem canoes .

The cross draw is executed without the paddler changing hand positions
on the paddle, yet is performed on the opposite side of the canoe. The pad-
dler rotates sharply away from the onside with the shaft arm extended for-
ward. The blade is carried across the bow and placed abeam and away from
the paddler's offside knee, powerface pointing to offside gunwale. Paddle
shaft is vertical at the catch, shaft arm is straight, and control arm is bent with
the control thumb pointed forward and away from the bow. Using good torso
rotation, turn the boat toward the blade by pulling the paddle to the bow of
the canoe.

THe Sweep

The sweep turns the bow away from the paddle while maintaining forward
momentum. The reverse swe€p turns the bow toward the paddle and slows
forward momentum. This is true for solo, bow and stern paddlers, but in tan-
dem boats, one paddler executes the sweep and the other a reverse sweep
(descriptions follow) to spin the boat.

-.
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Txe Solo Sweep

The paddle shaft is held horizontally with the shaft arm straight and the con-
trol arm bent. The control hand is held low with the thumb pointing up. The
paddler leans forward slightly, rotating the torso 45 degrees to the offside
(the shaft arm's shoulder reaches forward). At the catch, the paddle blade
(not the shaft) is vertical in the water alongside the bow. With both arms rigid
and using torso rotation to power the stroke, the blade arcs in a semi-circle to
the stern. Watch the paddle blade as it moves through the semi-circle to help
generate torso motion. Both hands should extend across the gunwale, the
shaft arm bending slightly only as the blade nears the stern. Bending the arm
at this point is important to protect the shoulder from potential injury.

The "horizontal recovery" returns the paddle from stroke's end to the
catch position. At the end of the forward swebp, rotdte the control thumb for-
ward and slice the blade forward with locked elbows while using torso rota-
tion to turn the body and get ready for the next stroke. The blade should be
flat above the water with the powerface up. When the blade has been carried
to the catch position, rotate the control thumb up to orient the blade for
another sweep. )'

THe Solo Revense Sweep

The reverse sweep turns the canoe sharply onside, reducing forward momentum.
The solo paddler's body rotates onside with the onside shoulder turned

towards the stern. The paddle shaft is held horizontally with the control arm
bent, the control thumb pointing up. The shaft arm is slightly bent with the
shaft hand well behind the paddler's hip. The blade is placed vertically near
the aft side ofthe canoe. The shaft arm extends aft, and, after the start, locks
into an almost straight position throughout the stroke. With the paddler con-



centrating looking at the blade, the torso uncoils, arcing the blade forward,
and pushing on the blade's backface against the water. The bow swings onside
with the stern swinging away.

A horizontal recovery is used between reverse sweeps. At the end of the
reverse sweep, turn your control thumb forward to feather the paddle. Slice
the blade backwards with locked elbows, using torso rotation to turn the
body. The blade should be flat above the water with the powerface up. When
the blade reaches the catch position, turn the control thumb up to orient the
blade for another reverse sweep.

Sot-o Sweeps vERSUS Bow AND TANDEM SwEEps

The solo paddler's sweep arcs 180
degrees and travels from "tip to
tip," or end to end, of the canoe.
Tandem paddlers sweep 90 degrees
and work only in the area from their
hips to the tip of the boat that is
closest to them. Tandem sweeps nre
termed "bow" or "stern sweeps," or
"bow" or "stem reverse sweeps."

To turn to the onside, stern pad-
dlers sweep from abeam the pad-
dler's hip to the stern of the can@,
or from "hip to tip." Bow paddlers

z . - - - - - - - -
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s*eep "tip to hip," beginning the sweep at the bow. To spin to the offside,
rc\'erse the direction of the sweeps, making sure to remain in the tip to hip
area.

l9J
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Fonwnno Srnoxe
The forward stroke move!
canoe forward and is the ke.
successful canoeing. It mu.'
parallel to the keel line. r
close to the keel as poss;:'(
and relatively short to keep :-'r
blade vertical throueh .r

power phase.
The paddler rotates '*r

torso 45 degrees offside, c:
tending both arms forward r,:
both hands across the gunu -<
Position the shaft arm outs:r
the gunwale with the sh:--
vertical. The control hand -r

positioned on the grip with the thumb pointed out and must be "stacke;'
above the shaft hand to keep the paddle vertical. The catch should be abc,-r
two feet forward of the onside knee.

The power phase of the forward stroke is driven by torso rotation. Uncc -
the torso from the 45-degree catch position to face forward. Keep both arr.i
straight. The stroke should be parallel to the keel line, not to the gunwale.

When kneeling, the power phase ends when the shaft reaches the knet
Carrying the stroke farther back wastes energy by lifting water and turning $r
canoe. Use the horizontal recovery or in-water recovery to reposition for add-
tional strokes.Paddling when sitting limits torso rotation. With the catch jui:

forward of the paddler's knee when seated, the power phase extends fror:
knee to hips. For bent paddles the horizontal recovery is preferable to the in
water recovery.

Bncx Srnoxe

+

The back stroke is used tc
stop forward motion or tt'
move the canoe backwards.

The paddler rotates 4-<
degrees onside and places
the paddle just behind the
hip with the paddle shafr
vertical. Both :ums are
slightly bent. Both hands are
across the gunwale with the
control hand out slightly far-
ther than the shaft hand. The
control thumb points out-
wards.

Using torso rotation, drive
the bacKace forward towards the bow until the blade is even with the pad-
dler's knee. For an in-water recovery, rotate the control thumb aft to slice
back to the catch position.



ConnecrroruSrnoxes
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"J" STRoKE

The "J" stroke, a modifica-
tion of the forward stroke,
is used by solo and stern
paddlers to keep the canoe
going straight. At the con-
clusion of a forward stroke
with the blade fully in the
water, rotate the control
thumb outwards and down.
The shaft hand pushes the
blades away from the boat.
The amount of "J" required
to keep the canoe on a
straight course may vary
from stroke to stroke, but should generally
be a challenging stroke to master.

be quite slight. This stroke may

SrEnru Pnv Rruo Srenru Dnlw

These pry and draw strokes are used as corrective steering or rudder strokes
for a boat underway. At the conclusion of a forward stroke, with the blade
fully in the water, rotate the control thumb up. Position the paddle shaft along
the side of the canoe for a stern pry or away from the canoe for a stern draw.

#
[ ' '

Mnrueuvens

Sptr.ts

Spins rotate the canoe on its center. Solo canoes spin with sweeps or reverse
sweeps. Tandem canoes spin with several mixtures of bow and stern strokes.
A few combinations are:
I A bow reverse sweep and stern sweep.
I A bow sweep and stern reverse sweep.
I A bow draw in unison with a stern draw.
I A bow pushaway or pry in unison with a stern pushaway or pry.
I A bow cross draw in unison with a stern pry or pushaway.

Tunrus UruoeRwRv

To turn the canoe while moving, select strokes which reduce drag. While a
variety of strokes may turn the canoe, the following combinations are most
effective at maintaining forward momentum:
I Turn solo canoes to the onside using a draw stroke to the bow.
I Turn solo canoes to the offside using a sweep.
I Turn tandem canoes to the onside bv combinins a bow draw with a

stern swe€p.
I Turn tandem canoes to the offside using a bow swe€p with a stern "J."

_fi
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Aeeaus (Movrtrc Sroewlvs)

Abeams move the canoe sideways without turning it. Abeams are usefu. ' r
leaving and approaching shore and avoiding obstacles in moving u ':r
Draws, pushaways, prys, and cross draws move the solo canoe abe-::
Tandem paddlers may use a variety of combinations including:
I A bow draw with a stern pry or pushaway to move the canoe to the ons:l
I A bow pushaway or cross draw with a stern draw for an offside mor e

Dtrreaeur Sraoxes FoR TANDEM Foucs

Name the stroke. Also note the direction the canoe will travel. The arrc.
represent the directions of the paddles,

A. Bow

Stern

Direction

B. Bow

Stern

Direction

C. Bow

Stern

Direction

D. Bow

Stern

Direction

E. Bow

Stern

Direction

F. Bow

Stern

Direction

'0,,

r r r r )

ar'
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Canoeing on Moving Water
Strokes and maneuvers executed and developed on flatwater provide an
excellent foundation for paddling on moving water. In addition to basic
strokes, you need to understand river dynamics and how to read the river.
You also should understand the force of moving water. A gallon of water
weighs about 8 pounds. The faster water flows, the greater kinetic energy, or
force, it creates. Hundreds, even thousands, of pounds of force can be created
against a pinned or trapped person or boat.

Understanding the characteristics of the moving water environment
allows you to develop understanding and respect. Take a river paddling
course and learn ahut moving water before venturing out.

oowNsTREAM qv'S." Surface feature of the river formed
by two parallel obstructions, indicating a clear, deep
water path. Water lines formed off the obstructions join
downstream, thus pointing the way.

How ro READ n Rtven

O o w n s l r e a n t  V s  m a r k  t h e
channe l  be twecn obs lac les

STANDTNG WAvES. Formed usually at the base of a drop or downstream "V"
caused by accelerating water coming in contact with slower moving water
downstream. Standing waves are a series of waves that are stationary, but the
water is moving. Big waves are sometimes referred to as "haystacks."

EDDY. An obstruction above the water's surface forces moving
water to go around it. As the downstream flow of water fills in
behind the obstruction it creates an upstream, relatively slow move-
ment of the water called an eddy. Eddies provide stopping spots for
paddlers to rest and look downstream.

EDDY LINE. The border between the eddy current and main current
flow distinguishing a change of current direction.

PlLLow. A smooth, shallow mound of moving water
covering a structure just below the surface. The mound of
water is not sufficiently deep to paddle over. A white
wave or depression just downstream is a clue of trouble
upstream. Remember in river paddling, "pillows are
stuffed with rocks."

HoLE. A depression in the river's surface caused by
water flowing over a rock or ledge.

4-{-e \ -\-
\* eoo),1<--J
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PeElour

A peelout is fast, exciting, and
sometimes the only way to exit
an eddy. Just like the eddy turn
coming in, boat speed, boat
angle, and boat lean are key
components to the peelout. Exit
the eddy with enough s{ped to
cross the eddy line. Go too
slow, and you may not be able
to cross the eddy line. Cross the
eddy line at a 45- to 9O-degree
angle, depending on the speed
of the mainstream current: the
faster the current, the closer to 45 degrees you should be. Lean the canoejust
like leaning a bicycle through a turn. Boat lean resists capsizing upstream as
the boat enters the faster downstream moving current.

Ferrying is a nrethod of crossing
cunent without gefting swept
downstream. The ferry uses the
water's energy deflected off the
side of the canoe. This force, bal-
anced against upsheam paddling,
results in movernent of the boat
across the current. Ferrying is
helpful to line up for running
downstneam "V's", or for maneu-
vering around hazards like rocks
and strainers.

The key to successful fer-

rying is in both boat angle and speed. The slower the current the greater the
angle. To ferry, point the upstream end of the canoe slightly towards the
shore you wish to reach and, holding that angle, paddle upstream into the
current. Continue paddling until you reach the other side.

There are upstream and downstream ferries. Typically, the easiest ferry is
the upstream, or forward, ferry. The bow of the canoe is pointed upstream
and the paddlers primarily use forward strokes. This makes it easier to see
the current and make adjustments for a successful ferry. The bow paddler
provides power while the stern paddler is chiefly responsible fol angle and
direction.

For the downstream or back ferry, the bow of the canoe points down-
stream and the paddlers primarily use back strokes. This allows the paddlers
to se€ better where the canoe is going or what it is avoiding. The stern pad-
dler provides power while the bow paddler is chiefly responsible for angle
and direction. This is typically a more difficult maneuver to execute.

Answcn to page 22: A. Forward / J-stroke / Forward. B. Reverse / Reverse / Backward or
Stopping. C. Draw I Pry or Pushaway / Onside Abeam. D. Pry or Pushaway / J-stroke /
Offsidc turn underway. E. Reverse Sweep / Sweep / Onside spin (Counterclockwise). F.
Rcverse Sweep / Sweep / Onside spin (Clockwise)
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Canoeing on Lakes and State Waterways
Many lakes and rivers are marked with information and regulatory signs and
buoys indicating restricted or hazardous areas. It's important to keep in mind
that not all hazards are marked. The good flat-water paddler always obeys
these signs:

CoNrnouEo Anel. Look in the circle
for further information. These are found at
speed zones, no fishing areas, no anchor-
ing areas, ski zones, no wake zones, etc.

Dmoen-Use Cawpru. This may
mark construction areas, reefs, shoals, or
sunken objects.

Bolrs Keep Our. The nature of the
danger may be placed around the outside
of the crossed diamond. These may mark
waterfalls, dams, swim areas, or rapids.

lruronulttol.r. These tell directions,
distances, and other non-regulatory mes-
sages.

Pnoottruo Revtrw Quesnous

l. What is the proper hand positioning on the paddle?

2. Why are feathered recoveries important?

3. Name 3 key points about tandem paddling.

4. With the bow paddling on right, the stern on left, list combinations
turning the canoe offside (counterclockwise).

5. As above, list onside (clockwise) combinations.

6. What is the purpose of the "J" stroke?

7. Why do we try to keep the paddle shaft vertical on draws, pushaways,
forward, and back strokes?

8. Why do we hold the shaft nearly horizontal for sweeps and reverse sweeps?

9. What phase of the paddle stroke transfers the most force to the water?

10. What are three common factors in eddy turns and peelouts?

I l. What force aids in ferrying a boat?



Safety and Rescue
Rescue

Capsizing is part of the sport of canoeing. Boaters should be able to handle
their own craft in capsizes and swamps and aid others in need. Always be
prepared to swim. Dress properly and wear your life jacket. Being prepared
is the first step to rescue. Self rescue is the quickest and surest method.

Selp Rescue

The simplest form of self rescue is wading or swimming to the closest safe
shore with the canoe. In moving water, stay on the upstream side of the boat;
this prevents entrapment of your body between the canoe and downstream
obstructions. On a lake, if the self-rescue involves a long distance to shore,
you may want to re-enter the canoe even if it is partially filled with water.
Whenever possible, stay with the canoe. It provides positive flotation, and a
large object is more visible to rescuers as well as power boats that might
otherwise run vou down accidentally.

In some moving water mishaps, it may be advisable to release the
canoe and swim to shore. The safest method of swimming in moving
water is on your back with your feet downstream. Keep your head up
and your toes at the water's surface. Use your feet to fend off rocks.
Position your body to ferry into the nearest eddy using strong kicks
and your arms to help direct your movement. Do not stand up in the
current until you are in water less than knee deep. Standing in fast
moving, water that is more than knee deep may result in injury or
drowning due to a foot entrapment.

To empty a capsized boat that is floating upside down in water where you can
stand, raise one end of the canoe to the water's surface. Push down on the
opposite end of the boat while lifting one gunwale to break the water's suction.
With the canoe still upside down, raise the canoe out of the water with help
from a partner on the opposite end. After allowing several seconds for the
canoe to drain, roll the canoe to the upright position on the surface of the water.
In deeper water, a canoe over canoe rescue is most effective. See below.

Eupryrrue rHE CANoE

Re-ervrenrNc THE Cnruoe rN DEEp Wnren

If shore access is not possible, you can re-enter the canoe from
deep water. Begin by placing your hands on both gunwales near
the wide section of the canoe, although hand placement may vary
due to canoe width and stability, arm length, and paddler strength.
There should be space available for your body in the section to be
entered. Pressing down with both hands and using a strong kick.
lift the body upwards until the hips are across the nearest gun-
wale. Roll onto your back and sit on the bottom of the can,le
before bringing your legs in. Hand paddle the canoe if nece<<.;.
to retrieve paddles and gear. S*amped canes mai tle paJ;ie.: :
shore with paddles, or i f  necessan ui th rour hanJ. 

- l - : . . .  - - , .

also be bai led.



A second canoe can assist by holding the gunwale opposite the side
being re-entered, thereby stabilizing the boat. Tandem paddlers help stabilize
the boat for their partners and re-enter one at a time from opposite sides.

When in position to assist others, use this RsscuE SeewNcE: Reach, Throw,
Row, Go.

REAcH. Often reaching a hand to a swimming paddler can bring them safely
to shore or to your canoe's gunwale. A paddle can extend your reach safely.

THRow. When the swimmer is too far away to reach with a paddle or pole,
a thrown float or rope can often aid the paddler's rescue.

now. If the swimmer is beyond range to be thrown a rescue device, the res-
cuer should maneuver his or her boat to assist in position where a reach or
throw technique is possible. A rescuer in a boat is safer than a swimming one.

Go. As a last option, a trained and properly equipped rescuer can swim to
the aid of the swimmers. Bystanders should call for help.

When paddling to rescue a swimmer, tow the swimmer at the stern of your
canoe while bumping the swamped boat to calm water at a close shore.

Rescurr.rc OrxeRs

Bonr Buup Rescue

Bonr ovER Bonr Rescue
In open water with a second canoe to assist as
a rescue boat, a boat over boat rescue is quick
and very effective. Assume a tandem boat has
capsized:

Capsized paddler #l holds onto the end of
the rescue canoe. Capsized paddler #2 helps
line the capsized boat up perpendicular to the
rescue boat forming a "T," and remains in the
position at the bottom of the "T." The rescuers
at the top of the "T' hold onto the capsized
boat's end allowing capsized paddler #2 (bot-
tom of the "T") to push down on the boat and
break the vacuum. This action raises the end near the rescue boat up and out
of the water. With capsizes involving lightweight people, more than one per-
son may be needed to push down on the end of the boat.

Keeping the boat upside down, the rescuers pull the boat up and across
their craft until it balances on their gunwales forming an "+". Be careful not
to pinch fingers between the two boats. The capsized paddlers should keep
hold of the canoe as it is pdttea in, and move to a stabilizing position on the
rescue boat.

The rescuers allow the boat to drain, then flip it upright position while
continuing to balance it across both gunwales.

The rescuers slide the canoe into the water without losing contact. They
stabilize the craft, gunwale to gunwale, with their own boat. The capsized
paddlers re-enter with either a deep water re-entry or a rescue sling entry.



Rescue Sltruc

Exposune rru WRren

A method that enables a paddler to climb into a boat with little difficulty is
the rescue sling technique. Loop over the gunwale a section of line or web-
bing long enough to hang into the water. Secure the loop across the boat onto
a second boat, or if a second paddler is in the water to help stabilize, secure
the loop directly onto a thwart. The paddler then places a foot in the loop
using it like a stimrp. Lifting the hips above the gunwale line, the paddler
climbs into the center of the boat.

When paddlers are unable to re-enter their craft quickly, they may risk
hypothermia especially if water or air temperature is low. The Heat Escape
lrssening Posture (HELP) and HUDDLE position minimize heat loss in
cold water.

The HELP position protects the highest heat loss areas of the body: the head,
neck, underarms, and groin area. This technique is possible only when wear-
ing a life jacket. To adopt the HELP position, the individual swimmer:
I Crosses the legs at the ankles and pulls the legs toward the chest.
I Crosses the arms at the chest being careful to protect the area under the

arms, or holds the neck with the hands for additional protection.
t Keeps the head out of the water.

A group of paddlers huddling together consen'e body' temperature more effi-
ciently than floating alone. To HUDDLE, body' to body contact is critical.
Form a circle, placing smaller or weaker individuals inside. Wrap arms
around one another with legs together.

L Name the steps in the rescue sequence.

2. Why stay with the canoe when capsized or su'amped?

3. Why is it hazardous to stand in moving water?

HELP Posrrroru

Huoole

Rescur Quesnous

Leq

4. Describe two techniques for minimizing heat loss in cold water.
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Gloss ary
Aeenu. At a right angle to the keel line.
Aeomo. On, in or into a boat.
Apuoar. On the water.
AFr. A term describing direction toward the rear or stern of a boat.
Aonouxo. Touching bottom.
Autosxtp. Describing the midsection of a vessel.
AsreRru. Aft or toward the stern.
Blcxmce. The side of the paddlc blade opposite the powerface.
BltL. Removing water from the canoe with sponge, scoop or bailer.
BANO PUre. A strip of abrasion resistant material added to protect canoe stems.
Be,lu. Vessel's width amidship.
Buloe. Wide, flat paddle part transferring force to water, flat section of paddle.
BotL. A mound of water deflected up by underwater obstructions.
Bow. The forward part ofa canoe, front ofthe boat.
BnectNo. A paddle placement resisting capsize.
Bnolcx. To be turned broadside by wind, wave, orcurrent.
Buoylttcv CHeueen. Flotation tanks usually at ends of the boat.
Cpslze. To turn the canoe over in the water.
Cercx. The part of a paddle stroke placing the blade in water.
CxeNHeL. A roule through obstructions in a section of river.
Cxtxe. The transition from hull sidewall to bottom.
Cxufe. A narrow channel between obstructions with fast water.
Corrnol HeNo. Thc hand on the paddle grip.

Cournol Txuug. The control hand thumb; keys paddle orientation.
Decx. A pcrmanent hull or compartment cover.
DEprn. The vertical distance from canoe gunwales to center line.
Dtrrrcumr Rertlo. The rating of a river section's navigability.
DowNsrneeu "V." Formed when there are two obstructions and water passes between both

to form a "v" which points downstream.
Dnrrr. Thc depth of water a canoe draws.
Dnop. A steep sudden slope in a river.
Eoov. The area behind an obstruction in current with still or upstream water flow.
Eoov Ltrue. Thc line which separates the eddy from the main current.
Eoov Tunt. Utilizing current ffow to turn into an eddy.
Eruo Decx. A triangular platc joining gunwales at the canoc end.
Exo Ltrue. Rope connected to each cnd ofthe canoe; also called painters.
Frus. Drops where water falls free.
Ferrxen. To movc the paddle by leading with one edge, thus reducing the drag caused by

air or wind during the recovery phase.
FsRnv. Maneuver in which a paddler uses the force of the water to move the canoe sideways

across the current.
Funs. Outward broadening canoc cross sectional shape.
FurwrreR. l:ke or river water without rapids.
FReeaorRo. The vertical distance from gunwale to waterline.
Gntp. The top of thc paddle shaft shaped for the control hand.
GuHweue oR GuxHEt-. The top edge of canoe sides, also called rails.
Hlvstrcx, Standing waves below a chute where waEr flow slows.
Heel. Tipping thc canoe sidcways purposefully or by wave action.
Hut-t-. The body of a watercraft.
HvoRaulrc. Thrbulence caused by water flowing over an obstacle.
Hvpolxenmte. Physical condition that occurs when the body loses heat faster than it can

produce it.
Keel. The longitudinal centcrline ofa canoe.
Keepen. A hydraulic that holds objects in recirculating water.
Leooe. A projecting rock layer partially damming water flow.
Ltxtttc, Working canoes up or downstream with lines from shore.
Low Heeo Deu. A fixcd obstruction across a stream or river in which water drops over the

crest creating a hydraulic that can trap and recirculate objects.
Orrstoe. The canoe side opposite the solo or bow paddler's shaft hand on a forward stroke.

Iil



ONsloe. The solo or bow paddler's paddle side for a normal forward stroke.
PltxreR. A line attached to canoe 's bow or stem, also called an ENo L[*e.
PEeuour. Tuming downstream from an eddy.
PFD. A Personal Flotation Device. A life jacket.

Ptt-t-ow. A boil where water deflects upwards from an obstruction.
Ponmce. Carrying the canoe around or over obstructions.
PoRnoe Yoxs. A shoulder rest aiding canoe portaging.
PowEnprce. The face ofthe blade that pushes against the water on a forward stroke.
Ratls. Same as gunwales, reinforcing at canoe top edge.
Rlptos. River section with steep fast flow around obstructions.
RecovEnv. Moving the paddle from stroke end to the next catch.
Rtrples. Water flow across shallows causing small waves.
RrvEn Lerr. The left side of the river as you face downstream.
Rvea Rrcrr. The right side of the river as you face downstream.
RocxEn. The upward curve of a canoe's keel line at either or both ends.
RuooeR. A stern pry or draw to control direction.
Sxlrr. Slender tubular portion of the paddle connecting blade and grip
Sucx Werea. fuver flow without riffle or rapids.
Slllou. White water course requiring maneuver through gates.
Slrce. Edgewise movement of the paddlc blade through wate r.
Snxottto WrvE. A wave occurring where current decelerate s; also called a hav suck.
Sreu. Either vertical end of a canoe.
SrenN. The rear portion of a boat.
Sroppen. A hydraulic that arrests forward momentum.
Srow. Secure gear in a boat.
SrnltruEn. A obstruction in moving water which allows water to pass through but stops and

holds objects such as boats and people.
Swrup. To sink by filling with water.
Sweep Bolr. The assigned last cano€ in a group of paddlers.
Ttp. The bottom edge of the paddle blade.
Txnolr. The transitional area where paddle blade and shaft meet.
Txwenr. A structural brace running gunwale to gunwale in open canors.
Tntu. Balancing a boat so it sits level on warcr.
Tntp Le,loen. An experienced and qualified paddler leading the group on an ourine
Tnoucx. The depression between waves.
TuuaLeHoMe. Inward curvature ofcanoe sides at the gunwales.
UpstReeu "V." Formed by an obstruction in the water which creates a "\"' tlat pr,rnts

upstfeam.
Werenttrue. The interscction of hull and water surface.
WxtrEwrren. Aerated rapids.
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